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The Soft Tissue Index: Essential Medical & Crash Studies for Trial Counsel and Forensic Witnesses
is a three-ring, loose-leaf binder that includes a comprehensive amount of material. This book
contains more than 900 summarized medical studies relating to soft tissue injury and whiplash
trauma. It is divided into chapters covering such topics as injury mechanism and causation, crash-
study comparisons, common symptoms, whiplash diagnosis and prognosis, and defense guidelines,
to name just a few. Specific journal references are listed in each chapter, and many of the
references are summarized, providing the reader with sufficient information to decide whether
obtaining the full text of the article is necessary. Each chapter also includes commentary by the
author, putting the information into the proper context for use in a litigation situation. This makes
the book very user-friendly and an excellent reference for both doctors and lawyers engaged in soft
tissue cases. The book is indexed to allow quick reference to any topic desired.

The author has done an excellent job in providing information (both pro and con) regarding the
documentation, diagnosis and treatment of soft tissue injuries. As practicing chiropractors know,
caring for soft tissue injury victims is the easy part; documenting that care, and defending it in the



medical legal arena, is the hard part. We all know that research has been done and published
regarding many aspects of soft tissue injury diagnosis in care; having ready access to that
information is the problem. This book places much of that information in one easily accessible
source. There is also a companion CD that includes a full-text version of the book in Word,
WordPerfect, Mac and PDF formats. This allows the doctor or lawyer to take this book with them
for review on any computer.

I highly recommend this book to both doctors and lawyers working in this area.

Dr. Savoie's rating:

9.5 out of 10



The second book, Deposition and Trial Questions; Vehicle Injury Litigation, is also a loose-leaf
binder, compiled by two experts in the area of vehicle injury litigation. There are over 5,000 sample
questions regarding the examination of medical doctors, chiropractors, and other related witnesses
in vehicle injury cases. The book is divided into four chapters - Preparing a Witness for
Examination, Deposition Questions, Trial Examination Questions, and Questions by Injury Type -
plus an appendix. It is obvious that the authors have substantial experience in the area of vehicle
injury trials and depositions. The questions are very detailed and cover all of the various aspects of
credentialing a witness; the entire patient intake examination; and treatment process. What makes
this book most useful is the authors commentary and practice tips - in short, instructions on how to
answer (and sometimes more importantly, how not to answer) questions posed in the courtroom.
All aspects of patient examination, including laboratory and diagnostic imaging, are covered.

Any doctor preparing for deposition or trial would do well to review the questions included in this
book. For example, the fourth chapter covers the various types of injuries one might encounter,
including not only the questions that will be asked, but in most cases, a list of the definitions of



terms commonly related to injuries in that part of the body. Of course, these definitions are short
and to the point, as any response to a question in the legal setting should be. As with the first book,
Deposition and Trial Questions; Vehicle Injury Litigation comes with a companion CD that includes
a full-text version of the book in Word, WordPerfect, Mac and PDF formats.

 

Having been involved in the care of vehicle injury patients and the corresponding litigation
process, I found this book to be a wonderful resource, and one I will definitely use in future cases.

 

Dr. Savoie's rating:



10 out of 10

To order a copy of this product, call MPA Provider Services at (800) 359-2289.
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